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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose
This SAP ME How-To-Guide for Production Tracking is intended to provide sufficient
information to enable the user to easily configure and readily utilize Production Tracking, making
use of available best practices.

1.2 Scope
This How-To-Guide covers all aspects of Production Tracking, including SAP ME reporting and
SAP ME Business Objects (BObj) reporting. It does not cover Work in Process (WIP) Tracking
or Business Objects itself.

1.3 Glossary
BObj

Business Objects – The SAP product line for business intelligence and
reporting

Cycle Time

The amount of time it takes, from when a material is available for
processing until the material has completed the processing, for a single
operation or for all operations for a shop order

Done

Status indicating that all operations have been completed for the SFC

Elapsed Time

See Processing Time

First Pass Yield

The ratio of the number of pieces completed on the initial time through a
process to the number of pieces completed, nonconformed or scrapped
on the initial time through the process, typically expressed as a percent

Lead Time

Queue time plus processing time

ODS

Operational Data Store – The SAP ME database that contains historical
detail and summary data for reporting purposes

Processing Time

The amount of time from when a material is started at an operation until
the material is completed at the operation

Production

Output of a manufacturing process that is ready to be moved to
inventory, shipped to a customer or used in a higher level assembly

Queue Time

The amount of time from when a material is available to be processed at
an operation until the material is actually started at the operation

Throughput

The number of acceptable pieces produced over a given period of time

Thruput

See Throughput
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WIP

Work in Process – material that is being manufactured, but that has not
yet completed the production process

WIP Database

The ME transactional database that holds all of the current data regarding
the manufacturing execution objects and processes and the ME system
status

Yield

The ratio of the number of pieces completed by a process to the number
of pieces completed, nonconformed or scrapped for the process, typically
expressed as a percent

2 Production Tracking Overview
This overview provides a high level description of Production Tracking.

2.1 Description and Applicability
Production Tracking provides the information needed for analyzing manufacturing output and
manufacturing performance versus plan. Production tracking is applicable to any customer doing
discrete manufacturing.

2.2 Business Purposes / Functions
Production Tracking provides visibility of the performance and output of the manufacturing
processes, as seen through measures such as:
 Cycle Time
 Resource Utilization
 Schedule Compliance
 Thruput
 Yield
Some of these measures can be applied at the operation level and at the shop order level, as well
as, to the material and work center / resource.
SAP ME provides performance tracking primarily through sets of internal reports and through
sets of pre-defined Business Objects reports. The internal reports for production tracking are
organized into the following categories:
 Production Reports
o Material Yield
o Operation Yield by Material
o Operation Yield
o Production
o SFC Average Cycle Time by Operation
o SFC Average Cycle Time by Shop Order
o SFC Cycle Time
o Shop Order Cycle Time
o Work Center Yield
2
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Resource Utilization Reports
o Resource Daily Utilization
o Resource Utilization Chart
o Resource Utilization Summary
Manufacturing Integration and Intelligence (MII) Reports
o OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness)

The pre-defined SAP ME BObj reports for production tracking are organized into the following
categories:
 Production
o Operation Process Time
o Operation Queue Time
o Production by Material
o Production Detail
o Yield by Material
o Yield by Operation
 Resource
o Resource Usage
o Resource Utilization
 Shop Order
o Order Completion Distribution
o Order Exception
o Order Lead Time by Operation
The SAP ME internal reports utilize data in the WIP database to provide up-to-the-minute
information on what has happened and what has been produced in manufacturing during the
recent past. The SAP ME BObj reports use historical detail data and summary data from ODS to
provide longer term information on production tracking. For more information on the BObj
reports, see the SAP Business Objects Reporting Guide available in Service Marketplace in the
Installation and Upgrade Guides area for SAP Manufacturing Execution 6.0.

2.3 Best Practices

3 Production Tracking Functions
3.1 Production Tracking Setup
3.1.1 Description and Applicability
The system setup for production tracking involves setting a few system rules (see System
Rules in this document) and setting up ODS for BObj Reporting (see the ODS Reporting
Guide, the SAP ME Business Objects Reporting Guide and the SAP ME How-To-Guide ODS Setup).
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3.2 Cycle Time Reports
3.2.1 Description and Applicability
Cycle time reports provide visibility into the amount of time it took to complete each
manufacturing operation or the entire shop order. Some reports provide the minimum,
average and maximum time as a result of executing the operation(s) multiple times. Cycle
time includes both queue time and processing time. Processing time is referred to as Elapsed
time in some SAP ME internal reports.
The following cycle time reports are available:
 Internal SAP ME reports
o SFC Average Cycle Time by Operation
o SFC Average Cycle Time by Shop Order
o SFC Cycle Time
o Shop Order Cycle Time
 SAP ME BObj reports
o Operation Process Time
o Operation Queue Time
3.2.1.1

SFC Average Cycle Time by Operation Report
This internal SAP ME report provides the following:
 The amount of time SFCs have spent in processing at an operation
 The amount of time SFCs have waited to be started at an operation
The graphical results include the following data:
 Operation
 Minimum, average and maximum queue times for the specified SFCs
 Minimum, average and maximum elapsed times for the specified SFCs
By default, the report is displayed in a graphical view.
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A tabular view is also available. In the tabular view, the results are broken down by shop
order.

For more information see SFC Average Cycle Time by Operation Report in SAP
ME Help.
3.2.1.2

SFC Average Cycle Time by Shop Order Report
This internal SAP ME report provides the following:
 Cycle time for SFCs for a shop order
 Cycle time for SFCs for a shop order at an operation
The results include the following data:
 Shop order
 Minimum, average and maximum cycle times for the SFCs for the shop order
Note that this report only uses the SFCs with a status of Done, Done (Hold), or Scrapped
in the calculation. By default, the report is displayed in a graphical view.
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A tabular view is also available.

For more information see SFC Average Cycle Time by Shop Order Report in
SAP ME Help.
3.2.1.3

SFC Cycle Time Report
This internal SAP ME report provides the following:
 Queue time and processing time for an SFC at each operation
The tabular results include the following data:
 SFC
 Operation
 Step ID
 Times Processed
 Queue Time
 Processing Time (Elapsed Time)

This report is only available in a tabular view. For more information see SFC Cycle

Time Report in SAP ME Help.
3.2.1.4

Shop Order Cycle Time Report
This internal SAP ME report provides the following:
 Total cycle time for a shop order
The graphical results include the following data:
 Shop order
 Total cycle time for the shop order
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Note that this report only uses the SFCs with a status of Done, Done (Hold), or Scrapped
in the calculation. By default, the report is displayed in a graphical view.

A tabular view is also available. The tabular view adds Released Date, Start Date and
Completion Date to the results.

For more information see Shop Order Cycle Time Report in SAP ME Help.
3.2.1.5

Operation Process Time Report
This SAP ME BObj report provides the following:
 Total processing time for the pieces (SFC quantities) at an operation
 Average processing time per piece at an operation
The graphical results include the following data:
 Operation
 Total processing time per time period
 Average processing time per time period
Note that this report only uses processing time for the pieces completed at the operation,
during the time period, in the calculations.
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By default, the report is displayed in a graphical view.

A tabular view is also available. The tabular view breaks the information down by
material and shows the quantity of pieces for each material in the results.
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3.2.1.6

Operation Queue Time Report
This SAP ME BObj report provides the following:
 Total queue time for the pieces (SFC quantities) at an operation
 Average queue time per piece at an operation
The graphical results include the following data:
 Operation
 Total queue time per time period
 Average queue time per time period
Note that this report only uses queue time for the pieces started at the operation, during
the time period, in the calculations. By default, the report is displayed in a graphical
view.
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A tabular view is also available. The tabular view breaks the information down by
material and shows the quantity of pieces for each material in the results.

3.3 Resource Utilization Reports
3.3.1 Description and Applicability
Resource utilization reports provide visibility into the time, or the percentage of time, that the
resource was utilized or was in each of the possible statuses for the resource.
The following resource utilization reports are available:
 Internal SAP ME reports
o Resource Daily Utilization
o Resource Utilization Chart
o Resource Utilization Summary
 SAP ME BObj reports
o Resource Usage
o Resource Utilization
 SAP MII reports
o OEE
3.3.1.1

Resource Daily Utilization Report
This internal SAP ME report provides the following:
 The percent of time the resource was utilized in each day
 The percent of time the resource was in each different status in each day
The graphical results include the following data:
 Resource
 Percent of time utilized
10
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By default, the report is displayed in a graphical view.

A tabular view is also available. In the tabular view, the results also include the percent
of time in each different status.

For more information see Resource Daily Utilization Report in SAP ME Help.
3.3.1.2

Resource Utilization Chart
This internal SAP ME report provides the following:
 The percent of time the resource was in each different status over the specified
time span
The graphical results include the following data:
 Resource
 Percent of time in each status
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This report is only available in a graphical view.

For more information see Resource Utilization Chart in SAP ME Help.
3.3.1.3

Resource Utilization Summary Report
This internal SAP ME report provides the following:
 The percent of time the resource was in each different status over the specified
time span
The tabular results include the following data:
 Resource
 Percent of time in each status
This report is only available in a tabular view.

For more information see Resource Utilization Summary Report in SAP ME
Help.
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3.3.1.4

Resource Usage Report
This SAP ME BObj report provides the following:
 The percent of time the resource was in each different status during each time
period
The graphical results include the following data:
 Resource
 Percent of time in each status in each period
This report is only available in a graphical view.

3.3.1.5

Resource Utilization Report
This SAP ME BObj report provides the following:
 The percent of time the resource was utilized in each time period
The graphical results include the following data:
 Resource
 Percent of time utilized
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By default, the report is displayed in a graphical view.

A tabular view is also available. In the tabular view, the results also include the amount
of available time and the amount of time utilized in each time period.
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3.3.1.6

OEE Report

This SAP MII report provides visibility into overall equipment effectiveness.

See the SAP ME How-To-Guide - OEE Reporting for more information.

3.4 Schedule Compliance Reports
3.4.1 Description and Applicability
Schedule compliance reports provide visibility into whether or not shop orders were
completed by their scheduled time, the lead times required for an order and the status of a
specific shop order.
The following schedule compliance reports are available:
 SAP ME BObj reports
o Order Completion Distribution
o Order Exception
o Order Lead Time by Operation
3.4.1.1

Order Completion Distribution Report
This SAP ME BObj report provides the following:
 A categorization of the number of orders based upon the number of days late
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The graphical results include the following data:
 Number of orders in each category
 Category for each number of days late

A tabular view is also available. In the tabular view, the results also include:








Material
Shop Order
Start Date Planned
Actual Start Date
Completion Date Planned
Actual Completion Date
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3.4.1.2

Order Exception Report
This SAP ME BObj report provides the following:
 The number of days late for each shop order
 The percent of the planned order quantity that was actually completed
The tabular results include the following data:
 Shop Order
 Material
 Planned Quantity
 Actual Quantity
 Percent of Planned Quantity
 Planned Completion Date
 Actual Completion Date
 Number of Days Late
This report is only available in a tabular view.

3.4.1.3

Order Lead Time by Operation Report
This SAP ME BObj report provides the following:
 The actual lead time for a shop order, or all shop orders, at an operation
 The processing time for a shop order, or all shop orders, at an operation
The graphical results include the following data:
 Operation
 Lead Time for all shop orders over the specified time span
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A tabular view is also available. In the tabular view, the results also include:







Material
Shop Order
Quantity
Lead Time
Processing Time
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3.5 Thruput Reports
3.5.1 Description and Applicability
Thruput reports provide visibility into the number of orders, or pieces, produced over a
specified time span.
The following thruput reports are available:
 Internal SAP ME reports
o Production
 SAP ME BObj reports
o Production by Material
o Production Detail
3.5.1.1

Production Report
This internal SAP ME report provides the following:
 The quantity of a material produced at an operation and resource
 The quantity of a material nonconformed at an operation and resource
The tabular results include the following data:
 Date / Time
 Material
 Operation
 Resource
 Work Center
 Quantity Completed
 Quantity Nonconformed
This report is only available in a tabular view.

3.5.1.2

Production by Material Report
This SAP ME BObj report provides the following:
 Daily production by material
The graphical results include the following data:
 Quantity done per day for selected materials
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A tabular view is also available. In the tabular view, the results are broken down by
material and shop order.

3.5.1.3

Production Detail Report
This SAP ME BObj report provides the following:
 Quantity produced at the SFC level
The tabular results include the following data:
 Date / Time
 SFC
 Material
 Operation
 Times Thru
 Start Quantity
 Complete Quantity
 NC Quantity
 Scrap Quantity
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This report is only available in a tabular view.

3.6 Yield Reports
3.6.1 Description and Applicability
Yield reports provide visibility into the ratio of number of pieces produced to the number of
pieces produced plus the number of pieces nonconformed or scrapped, over a specified time
span.
The following yield reports are available:
 Internal SAP ME reports
o Material Yield
o Operation Yield by Material
o Operation Yield
o Work Center Yield
 SAP ME BObj reports
o Yield by Material
o Yield by Operation
3.6.1.1

Material Yield Report
This internal SAP ME report provides the following:
 The first pass yield for each operation for the material
 The retest yield for each operation for the material
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The graphical results include the following data:
 Material
 Operation
 First Pass Yield
 Retest Yield
By default, the report is displayed in a graphical view.

A tabular view is also available. In the tabular view, the results also include the number
of SFCs started and completed for the first pass and for retest.

For more information see Material Yield Report in SAP ME Help.
3.6.1.2

Operation Yield by Material Report
This internal SAP ME report provides the following:
 The first pass yield for each material for the operation
 The retest yield for each material for the operation
The graphical results include the following data:
 Operation
 Material
 First Pass Yield
 Retest Yield
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By default, the report is displayed in a graphical view.

A tabular view is also available. In the tabular view, the results also include the number
of SFCs started and completed for the first pass and for retest.

For more information see Operation Yield by Material Report in SAP ME Help.
3.6.1.3

Operation Yield Report
This internal SAP ME report provides the following:
 The first pass yield for the operation
 The retest yield for the operation
The graphical results include the following data:
 Operation
 First Pass Yield
 Retest Yield
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By default, the report is displayed in a graphical view.

A tabular view is also available. In the tabular view, the results also include the number
of SFCs started and completed for the first pass and for retest.

For more information see Material Yield Report in SAP ME Help.
3.6.1.4

Work Center Yield Report
This internal SAP ME report provides the following:
 The first pass yield for the work center
 The retest yield for the work center
The graphical results include the following data:
 Work Center
 First Pass Yield
 Retest Yield
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By default, the report is displayed in a graphical view.

A tabular view is also available. In the tabular view, the results also include the number
of SFCs started and completed for the first pass and for retest.

For more information see Work Center Yield Report in SAP ME Help.
3.6.1.5

Yield by Material Report
This SAP ME BObj report provides the following:
 The daily first pass yield, quantity started and quantity completed for the material
 The daily second pass yield, quantity started and quantity completed for the
material
 The daily third pass and higher yield, quantity started and quantity completed for
the material
The tabular results include the following data:
 Date / Time
 Material
 First Pass Yield
 First Pass Quantity Started
 First Pass Quantity Completed
 Second Pass Yield
26
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Second Pass Quantity Started
Second Pass Quantity Completed
Third Pass and Higher Yield
Third Pass and Higher Quantity Started
Third Pass and Higher Quantity Completed

This report is only available in a tabular view.

3.6.1.6

Yield by Operation Report
This SAP ME BObj report provides the following:
 The daily first pass yield, quantity started and quantity completed for the
operation and material
 The daily second pass yield, quantity started and quantity completed for the
operation and material
 The daily third pass and higher yield, quantity started and quantity completed for
the operation and material
The graphical results include the following data:




First Pass Yield
Second Pass Yield
Third Pass and Higher Yield
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This report is also available in a tabular view. The tabular results include the following
data:
 Date / Time
 Operation
 Material
 First Pass Yield
 First Pass Quantity Started
 First Pass Quantity Completed
 Second Pass Yield
 Second Pass Quantity Started
 Second Pass Quantity Completed
 Third Pass and Higher Yield
 Third Pass and Higher Quantity Started
 Third Pass and Higher Quantity Completed
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3.6.2 Best Practices

4 Integration
4.1 Integration to SAP MII
For information on integration to MII, see the SAP ME How-To-Guide - OEE Reporting.

4.2 Integration to Business Objects
For information on integration to Business Objects, see the SAP Business Objects Reporting
Guide available in Service Marketplace in the Installation and Upgrade Guides for SAP ME 6.0.

5 Production Tracking Setup
5.1 External Configuration
5.1.1 SAP MII Installation
For information regarding the installation of SAP MII, see the Component Installation Guide
SAP MII 2.2, available in Service Marketplace.

5.1.2 Business Objects Installation
For information regarding the installation of Business Objects Enterprise 4.0, see the SAP
BusinessObjects BI Platform Installation Guides in Service Marketplace.
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5.2 Maintenance Activities
5.2.1 System Rules
5.2.1.1

Track Production
Setting this system rule to TRUE, causes SAP ME to log production time and quantities
to the Production Log. The Production Log tracks yield, completed production, rework
time/quantity, and cycle time. Note: this setting can be overridden at the material,
operation and resource.

5.2.1.2

Track Resource Time
Setting this system rule to Yes - Track Idle Time, causes SAP ME to Log productive time
and idle time for resources. Note: this setting can be overridden at the resource.

6 Usage Scenario Examples
None provided.

7 Links to Additional Information
SAP ME Wiki in SCN

8 Other Reference Material
ODS Reporting Guide (available in Service Marketplace in Installation and Upgrade Guides for SAP
Manufacturing Execution 6.0)
SAP ME Business Objects Reporting Guide (available in Service Marketplace in Installation and
Upgrade Guides for SAP Manufacturing Execution 6.0)
SAP ME How-To-Guide - ODS Setup (available in the SAP ME Wiki in SCN)
SAP ME How-To-Guide - OEE Reporting (available in the SAP ME Wiki in SCN)
Component Installation Guide SAP MII 2.2 (available in Service Marketplace in Installation and
Upgrade Guides for SAP MII 12.2

9 Overview of Changes
There were no changes to production tracking for SAP ME 6.0.
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